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A number of researchers n the field of. cognitive developmenthave.

. .

recently argued that7an unde standing ot, the psychological bAsis ofrthdr

development of number concep,Ls. is Critigally important in designing ,

'meaningful mathematics inst uction. Much .of the literature on,the de-

velopffient of number.cOndep s has-focused on cHildren's 'Understanding of

;the formal properties of n mbet, such as the cardinal property of number,

.the ordinal property of number, and conservation ,a number. /Mathematics

7 .educators frequently cite these formal.propertiegl'Of number/, particularly

eas studied in the Piagetian tradition, as the psychological foundation on

whiCh mathematics education should be based. We wish to suggest, how-

.% ever, that the fundamental basis of number concepts may be.

.the relation of numbers to quantity.

in contrast to Lhe developmental literature, studies of number concepts

using college stud nts as subjects have rarely focused on the formal proper-
,

.--ties of number., ReSearchers have addresS'ed quesiions such as "How,are

numbers represented in memory?" and "How are number wmbols compared?"

.0 Moyer. and Landauer .(1967) have argued.that numhers ate represented and

compared in-a. manner analogous to stimuli from physical continua such as

length or brightness: Thisconclusion was based'on the performance of

A
college.students on a judgment of numerical inequality task. In this

task, subjects were presented a series of slides which confained-Two

single digit numbers and were asked to push a button under the numerically

,-
laiger of the two digits as quickly as possilA

, .

Educated adults can tell which of.two digits is the riumerically

- larger with virtual c040ainty. When.asked to introspect about the
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processes involved in such a judgm t mast adults report that they '!JusE---

knoT4;" However, reliable patterns o response times, from which comparisbn

processes can be inferred, are observed in this task. Figure 1 shows the

decision times in the.judgment of numerical inequality task as a function

of the difference between the digits for colle e student subYjects. Pairs

adjacent in the number series have a differe

'difference of,4, etc. Note that decision t

'the numerical difference between the digi

one, 2 versus 6 has a

mes are inversely related to

data presented in Figure

I are from our replication of Moyer and Landauer's:task; but they conform

quite closely to what Moyer and Landauer obServe

Moyer and Landauer pointed'out that this patitern of data is the same
.9

as that obs'erved when subjects/ cotpare stimuli w4ich vay On physical. con-

tiniaa Judgments of inequality for line length,ifor the pitch of tones,.

and for brUhtness, for example, require lanO'r times as the differences

between the stimuli on the continuum ta be judged decrease. In-psycho-'

physicalludgmentsdeciS4n times also vary with the ratio of the values

s
oE the stimuli. ThuS-,- for a.tiven difference, pairs of stimuli with a

larger ratio betwesn.theiLLluas would be compared tore quickly. If the

-similaritybecween psychophysical judgments and nUMber iudgments hold,

then the comparisonlof 3 vs 4 should be'made more .quickly than 7 vs 8,

0 .

,

and 2-vs 4 should be compared more quickly than 4 vs 6. This relationship
1-" .

, was also observed in the judgment of numerical inequality task.

Although the'error rate in this task'i loW, the pattern of errors

iS,similar to the pattern of decision times', with the highest number of

errors on pairs With the slowest decision times, those whi.ch are adjacent

in-the number series. This pattern rules out an expltnation of'the



dec ion times based on.a speed-accuracy trade-off.

Moyer. and Landauer.explored a number of equations for describing these

dat , and found a reasonable fit of models developed to describe reaction

ti es in psychophysical judgment, such as the Welford equation. Thus,

th y argued, the comparison process used must be similar to the process

.
us d for perceptual comparisons, and furrhermore, numbers are represented

memory as analogue magnitudes. Thus, if the number "3" is represented

memory as a length or a weight thet "4" is-a longer line or a heavier

ight. This description is quite unlike one based on the formal properties

number,.although presumably these college student subjects had knowledge

f the formal properties of number.

The major purpose of our study was to examine how children represent

d compare number symbols. In Order to address this question, we repli-

cated MOyer and Landauer's procedures with college students,'children who

had recently completed kindergarten, first grade, third grade and fifth

grade, as well as group of pre-school children who would enterkinder-
\

garten in the upcoming school year. Twelve individuals were tested at

each grade level. The subjects sat in front,of a panel which contained

two response buttons and a rear-projection screen. The task consisted of

144 trials. Each of the 36 possible nonrepeating pairs of digits from the

series 1 to 9 was tested four times. On two of the trials for each pair

the larger digit was on the left-had side, on the other trials the larger

digit was on the right-hand side. Subjects were instructed to press the

button under the numerically larger digit as quickly as possible.

In order to be successful on thll task, a child must know the

ordered sequence of digits and understand that-numbers which occur later in

5
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.,
Oe sequence have larger quantities as their referents. C ildren in all

of the age groups tested were able to perform the task suctessfully. -Older

children made fewer errors: -ma. sAwn.in Table. 1. However,/ performance was

significantly above chance for each age level for. compariong If each of
4 .

the 36 pairs of digits./Additionally, the.relative distribution of errors

'across the 36 pairs was.similar at all age levels,

Figure 2.shows the pattern of decisidd tines observed for each age

group aS a function of the numericalsdifferedce between the two digits

to -be.compared. (The adult data shown in this Figure are the same data
1

that are presented in Figurel. Note that although the response times are'
. .

0

slower for younger, thildren,.the basic pattern Of decreasing decision

times with increasing numerical difference is ?resent at all age levels.

These data provide support for, our argument that young children repregent

and compare digits in manner. qualitatively similar to, Adults. That iSr

digits are presented in memory as quantities or magnitudel which are

'Inalogues df iThvsical stimuli, and that these-quantity analogues are cora-

pared 'by a proc ss which Moyer (1973) has termed an "internal psycho-
,

physits."
'

56rther support, for this argument is provided when.the cOmparison
t

.

times at each age level are correlated with the predictions of Welford'
t

,model foipsychophysica omparisons,as shown in Table 2.- Th log of

L/(L-S), the ratio of th :larger digit in tfie pair to be compared on a
4

givpn trial to the differe ce between the larger and smller digits, takes

. intg account.both the ratio between the, digit sizes and the difference

- ,

between the digit wizes. On he top half of the slide the relation be-.
I

tween Moyer and Landauer's ori inal data to the predictions from the

6
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elford equation is shown, ad well as a computation of the saMe relatAnn
(\,

for the ddta from Parkman's replication of Mayer and Landauer. On the

IowSr half of the slide the same correlatiOn is computed for eich of six

groups from our study. For each age lev* the correlation is similar to

that observed in,ttie previous studies with college student subjects.

A further illustration of the similarity between the judgment times

for the youngest and olaest subjects in our study is shown in Figure 3.

For each age group the mean decision time for each f the 36 pairs of

digits wa transformed to a Z-sciDre using the.overall mean and standard

_deviation for that age group. In.Figure 3, the decision.tiMe for each

of the 36Tairs of digits obtained from adult subjects is plotted

agai,nst those obtainej from the pre-school subjects. The observed corre-
.

lation is approximately .8.

We do not wish to.argue that there are NO develqpmental differences

in number copcepts across the age range four years to twenty.twoyears.

Hpwevter, there is a seriking similarity in.the data from the judgment of

'n merical inequality task ac __s age range. This.task,taps knowledge
.

of the quairtative basis of numbers. Even our youngest subjects kneW

the ordered sequehce of digits (the basis of the ordinal property'of

1

umbers) aa- they understood that numbers later in the series represent
ilik ,

.

'')

...,
-

largerquantities. Xhede children are at an age wh'ere they are generally

7

unsuccessful on tasks requiring knowlege of the formal properties of

numb However, these children appear to have a concept of number which

includes re esentations of digits as analogue magnitudes,'similar to

adults. Furth more, these children are able to compare.the magnitudes

successfully usin a process'qualitat2vely similar to the comparison

7
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.13ocess used by adults which is very similar to a perceptual compar.isbn

I.process.' The decreasing mean and slope of the decision time function SA

.age increases may indicate that the analogue representations pf number
.1

'become more discriminable wieh increasing age. Alternatively this de-

.
velopmental difference may have:nothing to do With number copcept's per. se,

but rather indicate that-comparison processes in general are slower for

younger children. In order to evaluate these tWo alternatives a develop-
.

mentar andlysis of perceptual comparison processes is.necessary. This .

investigation is currently under waY in our laboratory.

We.feel that a consideration of quantity concepts and the quantitative

referent of number concepts is relevant for maftremaxics educators who

seek the psychologic'al basis of number concept.

va,
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TABLE 1 '

Overall.percent errors in the judgment of numerical
inequality task (12 subjects 4 144 trials =

1728 observations at each grade level)

GRADE . PERCENT ERRORS

Adult 0.8

5th 1.7

3rd 1.1.

1st 3.6

_Kindergarten 8.0

Pre-school 8.1

-



TABLE 2

-.Gorrelat dps between RT and log (L/(L-S)*
in.judginett of numerical inequality studies

a

444, "
, .

Moyer Si. Landauer (1967)

Adults r = .72

Parkman (1:971).7

Adults r = .91

Riley, Hu & Hinrichs (1971

Adulcs r = .86

5th Grade s,..= .81

jrd Grade = .82

jst)Grade .78

Kindergarten . r = .66-
Pre-school r = :82

*Welfard (1960) equation for psychophysical
comparisons: RT = a + k log (L/(L-S))
L = stimulus with larger value in the pair

to be compared, S,= stimulus with
smaller value

1 1
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FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

10
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Harmonic mean decision times find the larger of

tWo digits\.as a faitction of ehe numerical difference

between the two digits for adult subjects.

Harmonic mean'decision times to find ,the/larger of

two digits as a ftinctioh of the numerical differeye

. between the tWo digits for subjects at six grade
ft I.

levels.

FIGURE 3. . Scatter plot of adult vs pre-school harmonic mean

decision times for 36 pairs of digits.. Decision

times are transformed,tciZ-sc

1.2

4
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